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Monitoring Your Business IT       



Letter From Our CEO
When we founded op5, we wanted to create a company built on the values of openness and friendliness. Today we are really 

proud of what the company has become. 

My name is Jan Josephson, me and my friend and colleague Fredrik Åkerström founded op5 in 2004. Both of us have a long 

experience from the IT industry and believe that we at op5 is active in one of the most important fields of the IT market,  

ensuring control, as IT becomes increasingly complex.  

 

The global IT industry has never been more fragmented, diversified and complex. Change is a challenge and IT is changing 

rapidly, cloud services and virtualization are more common than ever. op5 can handle all these challenges in assuring new or 

old working services within our customers IT systems. 

op5 is a one-product-development-company and we strongly believe that focus and quality is a vital part of a company 

success. Our products are based on open source that we add enterprise features to, develops further and sell as complete 

solutions while including support. We develop op5 Monitor, with a single objective – to be the most powerful and easy to 

use monitor solution for medium to large enterprise customers. 

Jan Josephson
CEO, op5

op5 
op5 Monitor provides instant control of your IT infrastructure as 

well as your software applications. It provides a unified overview 

regardless of if the systems are internal, outsourced or cloud based. 

op5 Monitor is a unique monitoring tool that combines the free-

dom and flexibility of open source monitoring with the comfort of 

a professional vendor and it is a technology transparent solution. 

We provide a user friendly, flexible and cost effective monitoring 

solution for your business.
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Scalable Monitoring
IT systems used to be built to last – nowadays an efficient system it built to change. op5 Monitor introduces a flexible affor-

dable system that can scale to the needs of your business and adapt to the ever-changing challenges of the IT environment, 

regardless if it consists of small business critical IT to large enterprise monitoring needs with tens of thousands of devices 

and services.

op5 Monitor is a unique solution including a set of options for maximum scalability, redundancy, load-balancing and distribu-

ted setups.

 

• Redundant setup ensures a resilient monitoring even in case of a large scale network failure 

• Distributed setup is ideal when there is a need for a wide geographical coverage  

• Load balanced setup allows the monitoring servers to share the workload between them  

One of our success factors as a scalable monitoring solution is the ability to adapt to constant change, and allows IT depart-

ments to align their services with the business requirements without sacrificing reliability and performance.

Unified Monitoring
As enterprise IT change, whether it is the underlying IT infrastructure, the network or new virtual or cloud based services. 

The continious changes might make IT more efficient but also harder to monitor and control. Having one focal point where 

health and performance data for all parts is collected is vital for the delivered high quality of services.  

op5 Monitor is a technology transparent monitoring solution that provides control of your IT environment and data from all 

monitored parts presented in a unified view regardless if the IT systems are internal, outsourced or virtual or cloud based. 

Each problem, independent of location, automatically triggers an alarm that shows what applications, services, departments 

and geographical locations that are effected. Automated identification of each issue’s nature, scope, location and root cause 

contributes greatly to the minimization of MTTR (Mean Time To Repair) and thus decreases the costs associated with IT.
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Presenting a Unified View
“op5’s product fulfil our high demands for function, security and flexibility. 
We can look for past errors, get a unified view of all events and thus
improve our IT environment.”
Anders Broman, IT Manager, Liseberg



Monitoring Cloud Services
Where are your business applications running these days? On physical servers in the basement, in a SaaS-environment or 

in the Cloud? To op5 Monitor it does not matter, you can still monitor your entire IT-environment in one unified view, no 

matter where or how your applications are running.  

With op5 Monitor you can monitor cloud, virtual and physical devices, providing you with data on actual usage, changes in 

resources and current health of service running in the cloud, all displayed in one unified overview.  Having the full picture 

with easy to understand reports is crucial for successfully manage a hybrid IT environment with many involved parties.

Monitor your Service Level Agreements (SLAs)  that you have signed with your service providers, you can leverage control 

over the relationship assuring you get what you pay for. op5 Monitor also enables you to quickly identify where problems are 

located in the cloud based environment and who owns the problem, thus shortening mean time to repair (MTTR). Whether 

it means contacting your cloud service provider or fixing it in house. 

Monitoring of Virtual Environment 
The use of virtualization platforms such as VMware, KVM and XEN is increasingly popular, but increases the need of moni-

toring and control of the virtual environment.

op5 Monitor is a flexible solution capable of monitoring all levels and layers in a virtual environment. A single view displays all 

the relevant data from your entire network structure, regardless of physical and virtual infrastructure, making sure that you 

get a unified view of your IT network.

op5 Monitor lets you monitor your virtual environment equally to your physical servers and presents the reported data in 

an easy to understand way so that you can make sense of how your virtual environment is actually performing along with 

your other services. 
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Virtualization
“We needed a solution that could give a collective overview of the 
entire IT environment, regardless of whether the services are lo-
cated on local hardware, outsourced or are run in virtual environ-
ments or clouds. In op5 Monitor, we have found a stable, flexible 
solution that to a very high degree simplifies our work”

Ed van Velzen, IT Amnesty International
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Application Monitoring
Irregulations in business critical applications can cause decline in employee productivity, disrupting work-flow and revenue 

loss for the business. By using op5 Monitor you get control over your applications performance and health, allowing proactive 

IT management, minimizing down time and shorten the time needed to fix problems. 

op5 Monitor helps identifying the source of the problem in the virtual or physical environment and as such provides strong 

clues when resolving them. This can help you save up to 80% of valuable time when solving problems in your IT environment.  

op5 Monitor adds great value by easily and effectively delivering one of the most important part of IT monitoring – the 

unified view of your IT network and applications.

Event Correlation
When problems arise within a IT network, 80% of the mean time to repair is wasted on trying to locate where the problem 

is located. It is important to be able to monitor and filter out the important notifications and alarms from the vast volumes 

of unimportant messages in order to understand the health of the IT network and applications. Having access to proper 

event correlation and filtering is critical to ensure service quality and the ability to quickly respond to exceptional situations.

Event correlation for performing root cause analysis is made easy by op5 Monitor, which gives you control of all levels  of 

your network, by mapping dependencies and sending automatic notifications and reports to those in the IT department and 

involved parties. 

By using the detailed information in op5 Monitor to correlate events, the time to resolution can be cut. op5 Monitor suppres-

ses all host alarms that comes from hosts behind a mailfunctining one, thus avoiding alarm storms making it faster to identify 

what caused the problem, shortening MTTR and enabling a more streamlined and efficient work-flow. 

A proactive approach to IT monitoring can prevent costly disturbances in your network, services, and your business. Being 

able to identify events and act in time is one of the best and easiest ways to save money in an IT organization.
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Application Monitoring
“We receive assistance from op5’s developers with adjustments to our special applications. 
op5’s solution supports Max Matthiessen’s own application, so that we are able to trust 
response times and important functionality with our operation as fund consultants”
Per Carlbom, IT-services Manager at Max Matthiessen



op5 Logserver Extension - enables effective, secure and centralized log handling. The LogServer extension enables you to 

collect logs from any system and create sophisticated rule-sets that can trigger alarms, notifications and reports.

op5 Monitor Peer - scales your monitoring to infinity. As the IT environment expands and gets distributed over many plat-

forms and geographical locations, the need for easy set up, managed distribution and load-balancing becomes fundamental.

op5 Poller - do you want to be able to monitor multiple sites and assure great scalability by segmenting your monitoring 

system? Just add op5 Monitor Poller to maintain a central control while achieving great scalability and performance without 

limits.

op5 Trapper - is a SNMP based trap handling extensions. op5 Monitor receives standard SNMP traps out of the box. 

op5 Oracle Extension - enables the use of Oracle for the event database. If you have a company strategy on Oracle, this is a 

highly useful extension for op5 Monitor.  op5 Monitor Oracle Extension adds direct support for the use of Oracle database.

Solaris 10 Sparc Extension - enables running op5 Monitor on Solaris 10 Sparc. op5 Monitor can be directly installed on Sun 

Sparc with Solaris v10. This is required often in some specific customer IT environments.

op5 Cloud Poller - enhances applications monitoring. Having a outside view of your applications is highly effective way to 

monitor performance from an end user perspective.
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Trusted By
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